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PROFILE

SOA Corporate is a group of seven companies with significant and successful experiences in
fields such as logistics, transport, rental, production and skilled labor.

A place of membership focusing on professionalism, competences, methods and instruments,
which aims at outsourcing the companies’ services by guaranteeing synergy and cooperation,
in a constant dialogue between the client and the market.

SOA Corporate is a group founded on people and means, where the implementation

of the project opens to a relationship of cooperation and sharing of objectives and
results. An overall vision of the process enables the group to offer a reliable and
timely response to the client’s needs, providing qualified services and materials in
line with changing market trends.
The real strength of this business model consists in the partnership among
different entities that increase their business efficiency while clients
reduce costs, thus reducing wastes of time and space.
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SOA Soluzioni Logistiche, founded on 2001, is

a company whose purpose is to offer services to
clients through an expertise oriented to innovation
and constant change. Trust, teamwork and passion
are the company’s core values.
Today SOA is leader in the logistic area in Puglia and
is able to provide origjnal and efficient solutions for
the implementation of logistic platforms, as well as
the set up and management of new warehouses,
existing structures, transports and goods.

Contact person of the logistic area
Francesco Ranieri 340 22 83 122
Contact person of transport area
Domenico Damiani 335 61 72 892
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MENO 20 srl is a company specialized in
integrated logistics services for perishable
goods namely fresh or frozen products. The
use of innovative means and technologies
for controlling the overall logistic processes
aims at guaranteeing the integrity of
products and preventing interruptions in
the cold chain.

Contact person
Marcello Buffon 334 16 66 061

NEW GLS is a company that responds to the
specific needs required by satellite activities
of the logistic area, namely the scouting of
materials and basic technologies.
The company sells products for packaging and
preserving goods, always moved by constant
research, analysis and innovation of the
instruments and the search for efficient and
specific solutions.

Contact person
Pietro Colonna 320 82 66 582

NEW TECNOSERVICE

is the ideal
partner for operations aiming at assembling
and dismantling warehouses as well as for
managing industrial racks.
The organizational efficiency appears in
the constant update of external specialized
labor and management service on racks,
through personalized plans as to offer
constant quality and commitment to each
client.
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also
specialized in other complementary
services:
• resin floor covering and
maintenance;
• realization and maintenance
of horizontal and vertical road
marking;
• maintenance of green spaces;
• metal carpentry;
• drywall structures and painting;
• moving service for companies;
• installation of technological
systems.

Contact person
Francesco Castellana 349 67 07 517

Member of CISQ Federation

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ISO 9001 : 2015
Organismo notificato n. 0474

EN 1090-1 Strutture Metalliche
Controllo della Produzione in Fabbrica
(FPC) Certificata
Member of CISQ Federation

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ISO 3834-4

CS METALLI offers ideal solutions to stock and organize storage places and warehouses by designing

and creating structures such as cantilevers, lofts, canopies and shop furniture.
The company also provides metal sheets manufacturing, painting service as well as customizable
functional systems whose cost-effectiveness and flexibility reduce encumbrances and facilitate the
cargo handling.

CS METALLI can work on existing projects (on account of third parties) or provide a turnkey project
(from projecting to final construction).
Contact person
Domenico Sblendorio 348 61 43 781
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JO&LE born in Alberobello in the heart of
the Valle d’Itria, which is renowned for its
food and wine tradition, JO&LE is a modern
company with a taste for old tradition. The
company brings to the market typical Apulian
products such as wine, oil, taralli, pasta, paté,

frise, sport food and gluten free products via
e-commerce, restaurants, vending machines
and self-restaurant. Its offer addresses to both
business and consumer. You can download
the app JO&LE for shopping, promos, news
and a social platform where people meet and
have fun.

Contact person
Francesco Angiulli 347 45 07 779
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LORAN ITALIA provides a rental service that meets the specific and generic
needs of businesses and individuals: cars, electric cars, cars for big events,
supercars, scooters and vespa, motorcycles, minivans, large vehicles,
refrigerated vehicles, equipment, forklifts, trolleys, trailers, bus and minibus.
Renting a vehicle is very simple because LORAN ITALIA offers a fast,
competitive and professional service through a dedicated line and
streamlined procedures.
LORAN ITALIA specializes in car rental with driver with 20 owned vehicles
and a network of 50 carefully selected drivers.

Referente compravendita
Michele Puopolo 342 758 49 72
Referente noleggio con conducente
Raffaella Peschetola 329 41 94 389
Referente veicoli commerciali
Pamela Di Pinto 342 19 42 885
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OUR CUSTOMERS

